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The Morgan Law Group Has Expanded to Pensacola to Help Hurricane Sally Victims
Pensacola, FL (February 18th, 2021) - The Morgan Law Group, P.A. has expanded their
commitment to protect Florida residents from insurance companies delaying, underpaying or
denying their claims with their new location at 25 West Cedar Street, Suite 535, Pensacola,
Florida, 35202. Their newest office location joins their existing operations in Orlando, Miami,
Naples, Panama City, and Tampa, which allows them to reach a growing number of Floridians in
their time of need.
“We are so excited to have officially opened our new office doors in Pensacola,” said Thomas
Morgan, Managing Partner of The Morgan Law Group. “We feel as if our presence here can help
people in the community get their home and their lives back after Hurricane Sally. We are here to
support residents for the long run.”
How Can The Morgan Law Group Help Pensacola Residents with Their Insurance Claim?
When Pensacola residents suffer damage to their home, condo, or business, their first line of
defense is to file a claim with their insurance company. Unfortunately, insurance company
representatives may delay or deny recovery payments by stating their policyholders did not
submit the proper documentation. They may even assign their own insurance adjuster — who is
employed by the insurance company — to evaluate the damage, which will ultimately be a biased
assessment. Finally, they may even deny their policyholders’ claims by pointing to the terms within
the policy that are manipulated and interpreted to deem the damage as uncovered.
The Morgan Law Group can help bring clarity to your insurance claim by outlining what is actually
covered in your policy, assigning a public adjuster — who is not employed by the insurance
company — to assess your damages, compiling the proper paperwork, and thoroughly submitting
your claim on your behalf to ensure no detail is left to chance.
They work on a contingency basis, which means you do not pay for their legal services unless they
win your case. Contact their law firm today for a free consultation to learn how they can help you face
your insurance company with confidence.
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